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What Am I Going to Do with All These Fish is a kitchen guide for Alaskan sports fishermen,

their friends and others who enjoy cooking and serving salmon and halibut. It provides recipes

and menu ideas for cooking salmon and halibut that are influenced by cosmopolitan, Italian,

Thai, and Cajun cooking. This cookbook:• is an excellent resource for anyone interested in

cooking salmon and halibut,• is presented in an easy to use format,• has 99 kitchen perfected

recipes for converting frozen packages of salmon and halibut fillets intodelicious meals,• is an

excellent resource for extending the pleasure of a successful Alaskan fishing trip throughout

the year,• is an ideal companion for a gift of frozen fillets,• and has wonderful comic illustrations

by Nancy Haver (nancyhaver.com) featuring the book's stars, Hal and Sam.

About the AuthorTom Rinderer, a research biologist in another realm of life, has been a

fisherman since he was able to hold a rod. He also is an innovative amateur cook who, for 34

years, has been enjoying creating and perfecting recipes. Since 2007, he has made trips from

Louisiana to Alaska where he and his friends catch salmon and halibut from Alaskan rivers and

bays. Between fishing trips he has developed recipes for cooking salmon and halibut that are

influenced by cosmopolitan, Italian, Thai, and Cajun cooking. These recipes have been

gathered into the cookbook What Am I Going to Do with All These Fish as a kitchen guide for

Alaskan sports fishermen, their friends and others who enjoy cooking and serving salmon and

halibut. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Fisherman for Cooking Salmon and Halibutby Tom Rinderer
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DedicationThis book is dedicated to my fishing partners, Bruce, Gary, Manly, Neil, Steve the

Elder and Steve the Younger who helped catch all the fish; my chief tasters, Darwin and

Janina, who ate their way through all the dishes of fish from my kitchen that both did and did

not make the final list of recipes; and to my enthusiastic canine helpers, Kaffir and Utah, who

always make sure that no scraps of fish go to waste.A special thank you to Nancy Haver

(nancyhaver.com) for her wonderful illustrations of Hal and Sam, to Steve “The Elder”

Sheppard for permission to use the cover photo and to Janina Fuller and Frank Garza for

providing editorial suggestions.

ForwardWhen I visited my friend Steve the Elder in Pullman, Washington in 2007 he gave me

what seemed at the time to be an enormous amount of salmon and halibut (30 pounds) from

his recent fishing trip to Alaska. Since my main hobby (aside from fishing) is cooking, I had

great fun finding ways to prepare the fish. I thought that one of my halibut preparations was

especially sensational.I was delighted when Steve invited me to join his group on their next

Alaskan fishing adventure. I was a bit stunned at the end of the trip when the fish cleaning

house presented me with well over 100 pounds of frozen salmon and halibut fillets. How would

I ever be able to use it all?When I got the fish home, one of the first things I attempted to cook

was the halibut dish I had made the year before. I was very frustrated when I could not recreate

it as I remembered. So, I started to write down my recipes. This soon led to the idea of creating

a cookbook for me and my Alaskan fishing partners. In the past eight years I have been

creating, testing and revising this collection of recipes. As the book developed, it seemed that

other Alaskan fisherman, their families and friends who share their catch might also find the

recipes useful.While anyone interested in cooking salmon and halibut will find new ideas and

recipes in this cookbook, it is not intended to be an encyclopedia of salmon and halibut

cooking. It is written primarily for the Alaskan fishing tourist. These fishermen enjoy one to

several days of fishing, catching mainly salmon and halibut. Cleaning of their fish is usually

done by commercial fish cleaning services that generally provide the fishermen with vacuum

packed frozen fillets. The recipes that follow are designed to provide inspiration to turn an

abundance of frozen fillets into varied and enjoyable meals that will enhance the Alaskan

fishing experience.The fillets from a salmon are about one-third of the weight of the whole

fresh salmon. Most Alaskan fishing tourists take home only fillets because fillets are the most

economical product to ship home by air as excess baggage. Fish parts that contain bones

(whole fish, steaks, collars) are also wonderful for the kitchen. Many people find that the flesh

near a bone is more flavorful. Some fish processing houses will also prepare bone-in products

for transport if asked, although they may require additional fees.Fillets from a halibut total a bit

more than half of the weight of the whole fish. Without special arrangements, fish processing

houses will also extract halibut cheeks for their clients. Halibut cheeks are considered by many

chefs to be the finest product of the sea.Because my home is in southern Louisiana, many of

my recipes are inspired by Louisiana Cajun and Creole cooking. Since I also enjoy Thai and

Italian food, some of the recipes feature Thai flavors or Italian preparations. I especially enjoy



home-smoked salmon, and have therefore devoted an entire chapter to smoking techniques

and another chapter to recipes that use smoked salmon.Some of the recipes in this book are

“upscale” and suitable for fancy dinner parties. But, for the most part, I do my cooking after

work. So the majority of these recipes are easy and quick to prepare, although they also are

worthy of being served to company.The format of this book is designed to be helpful to the

cook. Larger font makes reading from a distance easier. The ingredients are listed in the order

that they are used and presented in bold italics so that the cook can look away and easily

come back to the same place. The procedures are presented as distinct bullets.I have very

much enjoyed creating this book. I hope my readers have equal enjoyment in using it. I wish

you successful fishing and, most especially, happy cooking!Tom Rinderer, Summer 2015, Saint

Gabriel, Louisiana
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Preparing the Catch for Shipping, Storage and CookingA quality fish product in the kitchen

starts when a fish is first harvested. The moment a fish dies, it begins to lose its value for

cooking. Of course, the bears and sea lions have the right idea; eat the fish at the moment of

capture. However, humans are mostly content to take the fish home to the kitchen which may

be many thousands of miles away. Generally, the better the fish is handled as a food the better

food it will be.On the BoatIt is common to see commercial fishermen on the water gutting their

catch before placing the fish on ice for transport to the dock. Gutting a fish also drains blood

from the meat of the fish, which improves the flavor when the fish is cooked. If a recreational

fisherman is on a day trip and the fish will be cleaned shortly after landing, gutting and icing

may not be necessary. However, bleeding, which can be done by cutting through the gills on

preferably both sides, is essential. This greatly increases the flavor of the fish since fish blood

in the meat reduces flavor quality. Once bled, the fish should be placed on ice if possible.

Although weather conditions in Alaska are often cold and rainy, an open fish box on the boat

with no ice is, at best, only as good as a refrigerator. Ice is far better at slowing the degradation

of quality.On the RiverIdeally, a bled and gutted fish should be placed on ice shortly after it is

caught. If the time until icing is prolonged (because, for example, your vehicle is a long walk

from the river), gutting and bleeding are more important, and should be done in the water (as

opposed to on the bank) so as not to attract bears. On the other hand, if other fishermen are

present, it would be discourteous to contaminate the stream with fish offal (although the offal is

organic and nature will soon make it disappear). At least, always bleed the fish by cutting their

gills. If the stream is accessible by vehicle, one solution is to have a fish box with ice waiting in

the vehicle. That way, each fish can be placed in the box immediately after bleeding and

gutting. In fly-in situations airplane charters or lodges may be able to help you get fish to ice

quickly. If you carry beer on ice in on a day trip the problem is solved providing you drink the

beer.At the Fish HouseMany recreational fishermen use commercial services to fillet, vacuum

pack and freeze the fish for transport and some even remove pin bones from salmon. Other

fishermen do their own packing and freezing. Regardless of who does the work, the fish should

be well iced prior to processing, and processing should be accomplished as soon as possible.

Delays, with whole fish sitting in melted ice water, will be disastrous to the quality of the final

product.Vacuum packing fish is ideal, and vacuum packing and freezing are also the best

preparations for transporting fish by air. The vacuums should be done with enough time taken

on a good machine to fully draw the vacuum. Oxygen in the air is the major cause of quality

degradation, even in the freezer. For those visiting Alaska who intend to process their own fish,

bringing along a good vacuum packer should be considered a high priority. Some vacuum

packers are small, light and inexpensive.One alternative to vacuum packing is to place a zip-

lock bag into a tub of water to help expel the air. However, this is a poor substitute for a vacuum

packer since it is much less efficient at expelling air and most plastic bags allow more air to

penetrate during frozen storage than the bags made for vacuum machines. If you are not

concerned about shipping weight, a better alternative is to cover the fish in salt water (2

Tablespoons to the quart) in a zip-lock bag and then expel as much air as possible from the

bag.However the fish is packed, it should be moved as quickly as possible to a freezer. The

blast freezers used by most cleaning houses will freeze an afternoon catch quickly enough that

it will be ready for a mid-day flight the following day. Blast freezers will bring the fish to a colder



temperature than home freezers, making the fish less likely to thaw during transport.Air

TransportSome fish cleaning houses will ship your fish to your home via Federal Express.

Alternatively, they supply or sell heavy waxed cardboard boxes with insulating liners that are

sized to hold 25, 50 or 100 pounds of frozen fillets to meet airline weight restrictions. These

boxes will keep fish frozen in an airport--airline environment for about 24 hours at the most.

Some fishermen take plastic ice chests for transporting fish. Plastic ice chests keep fish frozen

only just slightly longer than the waxed cardboard boxes. Some ice chests are made for longer

term storage. They are heavy, but they might be useful depending on the amount of fish and

the length of the trip. If the trip has an overnight stopover, the containers of fish (cardboard box

or ice chest) must find their way to a freezer for the overnight stay. If you’re traveling on the

same airline through your stopover, you will probably be allowed to collect the fish so that you

can store them in a freezer and then check them again the next day without additional charges.

Both the Seattle airport and the Anchorage airport have a commercial freezer for overnight

storage in the baggage area.On Arrival Back HomeAs soon as you arrive home, place the fish

into a freezer. Pieces that have partially thawed can be either used that day or the next (stored

in a refrigerator), or re-frozen. If they are re-frozen, they should be separated so that they can

be used first. Re-freezing partially thawed fish does degrade quality to a small degree but not

enough to warrant discarding the fish. If you find some packages where the vacuum has not

been drawn, use them first.In the KitchenBefore anything else can be done, the fish must be

thawed. Vacuum packed fillets can easily be thawed in a refrigerator in about a day or in about

half an hour by placing them in a sink with cold water. Using warm or hot water will ruin the

fish.Halibut fillets require very little preparation before cooking can begin. Halibut needs to have

the skin and any bones removed. Also, darker parts of the fillets and discolored areas need to

be trimmed away.Salmon fillets require more detailed preparation. If the skin is going to be

used in the preparation, the scales should be removed. This can be done by scraping against

the direction of the scales with the back of a knife or the edge of a spoon. Doing this in a large

plastic bag helps contain the scales. Most of the recipes in this book call for the skin to be

removed since my family do not like the skin. For the same reason, the recipes in this book call

for removal of the majority of the lateral line tissue. This tissue is the darker area that runs

along the middle of the fillet next to the skin. This tissue is present in all fish but is especially

prominent in salmon. The tissue is rich in nerves since the lateral line is a sense organ which

detects both large and subtle water currents. The tissue has a softer texture since it is not

composed of muscle, and it is easily removed with a sharp fillet knife. Leaving small amounts

of the lateral line tissue is sufficient for those that prefer to not eat it. It is perfectly acceptable to

leave the lateral line tissue. Removing it is an esthetic choice. Restaurants rarely remove the

lateral line.The pin bones in salmon should always be removed, except perhaps for “hot

smoked” salmon, but I always remove them. Although pin bone removal is a bit tedious, the

process is facilitated by tools designed for the task. Cookware shops sell a variety of tools to

remove pin bones. Many look like small pliers but, unlike most hardware store pliers, the tips of

the pliers touch when closed which allows a firm grasp on slender bones. Pin bone removal

requires that the fillet be fully thawed. The pin bones are found in a line along the length of

sections of fillet coming from above the body cavity. The tail portion of the fillet does not have

pin bones. Once a few of the pin bones are removed, those that are more hidden can be found

by rubbing a finger along the line of pin bones in the direction of the tail. Damage to the fillet is

limited if the pin bones are pulled out along the same angle that they enter the fillet.
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What Am oil refineries

Foolproof Fish: Modern Recipes for Everyone, Everywhere

Steve the Elder, “a special meal planned? try halibut cheeks stuffed with tarragon salmon

mousse. Given that I was identified as “Steve the Elder” in the foreword of “What am I going to

do with all these fish?”, my objectivity regarding this book might be questioned. However, after

more than a decade of fishing in Alaska and eating countless meals involving salmon and

halibut, I can say that this book single-handedly presents both a collection of superb recipes for

diverse and imaginative mealtimes and a philosophical system that assists the reader to think

“outside the box” when it comes to cooking. Thus, while salmon and halibut represent quite

different flavors and textures as fish, one unifying concept of the book is how imagination and

application of a multi-cuisine style can provide delicious meals suitable for any occasion. This

is a book for serious lovers of food and for those that appreciate the art of cooking. Highly

approachable and illustrated with a subtle humor, it is a real find for your kitchen bookshelf.”

Steven, “He has combined salmon and halibut with flavors from around the world like New

England Halibut Chowder. I gave my Dad this book for Christmas and he loves it. Mr.

Rinderer’s recipes are simple to follow and made with common ingredients. He has combined

salmon and halibut with flavors from around the world like New England Halibut Chowder,

Mexican Style Halibut Ceviche, Thai Style Salmon Stir Fry—even New Orleans Style

Barbequed Salmon Strips! But Pan-Broiled Salmon with Key Lime and Honey is my favorite!

My Dad is like a gourmet cook with these recipes. He loves it and I love the dishes he prepares

from it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Now I know what to do with all this fish..... Just came home from Alaska

with nearly 300 pounds of fish so the title grabbed my attention right away. Great information

for fishing trips including tips beyond just recipes. The book gives some great basic recipes. I

like that there are suggestions for the full menu. Also the sauces and sides recipes. Can't wait

to try some of these out.”

Jillymc, “It's not just for Alaska anymore.. Real, practical, delicious recipes to cook fish. I've not

been lucky enough to have to worry about a lot of fish from Alaska, but fish are fish, and these

recipes are really good.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Wonderful Culinary Adventure!. I have truly enjoyed cooking my way

through Tom's book. He approaches the recipes with a scientific precision that is direct and

easy to follow, even for the inexperienced chef! My favorite dishes so far have been the fish

tacos, halibut nuggets, and etouffee - simply delicious!”

Louisiana girl, “Fun cookbook with great recipes. Fun cookbook with great recipes! Note that

there are also recipes for sides and sauces and that the recipes work for many other kinds of

fish.  C”

Michael, “Delicious and Creative Recipes.. Great recipes that are creative and delicious!

Simple to follow directions that are easily prepared. Great ways to enjoy salmon.”



BAS, “This cookbook has so many features that I like - it's fun to read. This cookbook has so

many features that I like - it's fun to read, uses ingredients that are mostly on hand, the

directions are very easy to follow and it offers complete meal ideas. We just made the Smoked

Salmon with Fettuccine in Parmesan Cheese Sauce and the Orange Pecan Salad. They were

both delicious!  I would enjoy seeing another cookbook by this author!”

The book by Alexis Haines has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 14 people have provided feedback.
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